Body and Soul
Although delayed by 10 days Dr Winston McEwan and theatre nurse Erica Millar finally entered
Congo on the 22nd August. The team of 6 Congolese doctors, headed by Dr Serge, travelled to
Luanza to be part of a training and surgical campaign that focused on plastic surgery. The
diversity of cases was telling. Harelips were repaired, tumors removed, clubfeet straightened,
constrictions as a result of burns repaired and many other conditions seen to. All this was done
with the added value of tuition, training and skilling up of our surgeons. 116 procedures were
performed in 9 days. (See photo of surgery underway attached) Human bodies found new life
and restored dignity. The reality that human bodies are mortal was very clear but what of the
soul? As Christians we recognize that our souls/ spirits are also in need of a cure. And that cure
is every bit as surgical as the doctor’s knife. Our Christian doctors began each procedure with
prayer and the hospital’s day began with a service involving singing, telling the story of God’s
grace, and prayer. It makes immeasurable sense to treat the sickness of sin as diligently as the
many conditions that afflict the body.
During this campaign Murray & Joy, together with Keith and Senga Lake from UK, made a 3 day
excursion to join our Congolese bible teaching team of 11 (see photo) for the opening of a 4 day
bible teaching conference where the 12 course lessons of Living the Gospel were taught.
Thousands gathered and the team were overjoyed to see significant response in salvation (over
350 people) and the baptism of 191 people on the closing day of the conference. The effort of
getting bibles to this area was challenged by the transporter’s truck breaking down some 245km
from the conference location necessitating the dispatching of our 2 Land cruisers to rescue the
consignment and bring them to conference. Really worth the effort as 800 of these bibles sold
on the last day. A special children’s program was also conducted in conjunction with the
conference and about 1000 children attended this program. The Jesus film was also shown one
evening and the response to the appeal for salvation given was so dramatic that they were
unable to count the number of people that responded.
All-in-all our bodies feel tired, but our spirits are rejoicing.
Blessings
Murray & Joy

